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Jacobean Era Furniture: History & Characteristics

Contributors: Kristy Bowen, Christopher Muscato
Discover Jacobean style furniture via its English history and characteristics. Learn of how Jacobean furniture
marked the change from Medieval to Renaissance eras.
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Jacobean style furniture is associated with the monarchy of King James I, who reigned in England
from 1603 to 1649. During a tumultuous and chaotic time in English history, James I, the son of
Mary Queen of Scots, reigned in Scotland from infancy and inherited the English throne after the
death of his cousin Elizabeth in 1603. Early Jacobean style owes credit to Queen Elizabeth herself,
who modi�ed the earlier Tudor style, characterized by Medieval severity, into a more visually
decorative style of her own. This Elizabethan style was marked by steadily more ornamentation,
elaborate scrollwork, classical in�uences, and liberal use of arches. While the roots are Medieval,
Jacobean style would eventually usher in more Renaissance-inspired design trends. The word
''Jacobean'' takes its roots from the ecclesiastical term for ''James.''

Amid the struggles in England, including religious con�icts, political unrest, and Bubonic plague
�ares, England was experiencing a period of wealth and prosperity largely based on increasing
colonization of the New World and the expansion of global trade. A new middle class of wealthy
non-nobility was rising in England and elsewhere in Europe, This newly wealthy class had a hunger
for stylish and well-designed goods for their homes. Increasing trade opened up a new slate of
materials and in�uences on design and style from the East and other European countries.

Jacobean style eventually evolved from its early Elizabethan in�uences to a more severe and
streamlined style popular after James' reign ended. During a period of English instability after the
execution of Charles I, under the rule of Oliver Cromwell, the Jacobean style evolved, reverting back
to a less ornamental style sometimes, called ''Puritan,'' ''Cromwellian,'' or ''Commonwealth.'' This
variation favored rectangularity and very little ornamentation or �are. In America, this style
prevailed, though its lines were even more utilitarian and simpler due to a lack of professional
cabinet makers in the new colonies.

After the restoration of Charles II in 1660, what is sometimes called the ''Carolean'' period of
Jacobean style arose. The ornamentation of earlier Jacobean designs returned in popularity. In this
era, we �nd Jacobean pieces in�uenced by the Flemish Baroque style rising across Europe, which
employed more curved, twisted, and turned legs on chairs and tables, as well as more liberal use of
�orals, velvet, and upholstery.

Jacobean Style Furniture
While the manifestations of Jacobean-style furniture shifted over the course of the 17th century,
there are several key principles that remained consistent during this time for Jacobean interiors
and furniture. With increasing trade and availability, exotic materials and textiles came into
widespread use as England's reach expanded. The wood used, however, was usually locally
produced. Craftsmen favored oak, mahogany. and pine. Furniture was usually heavy and massive,
with solid wood frames and paneling along the front or sides, making it heavier than other 17th-
century European furniture. Construction usually involved wooden pegs and the use of mortise
and tension joints, a way of holding/forcing wood together.
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While the early Jacobean and the Commonwealth period-inspired pieces are more rectangular and
geometric in their lines, Jacobean style became increasingly more decorative, employing ample
carving along the wood surfaces, as well as ''scratch carving,'' shallow decoration that often
employed decorative motifs (a design or pattern). Botanical decoration was popular, including
�orals, acanthus leaves, and other foliage. Maritime scenes and symbols were also common. Legs,
while straighter and more geometric in the early Jacobean period, would steadily become more
ornate, employing twists, knobs, scrollwork, ball feat, and other decorative touches throughout the
century.

Jacobean Settee

While Medieval era furniture was usually entirely wood, upholstery became more and more
common in the Jacobean period, mostly to o�er comfort. Chairs were increasingly designed with
the comfort of women, in particular, which shaped the depth of the seat and the height/lack of
arms, to accommodate wide elaborate skirts and clothing women often wore. Upholstery was
usually velvet or �oral tapestry fabric and would become more beautiful and elaborate in the late
Jacobean period. Popular chair designs included wainscot variety (heavy chairs with arms and
elaborate wood carved backs) and cane woven seats and backrests. Tall backs were popular on
chairs, as well as other seating, though often uncomfortable. The late Jacobean period brought
more curved and padded designs to cater to the comfort of the wealthy middle class who harbored
them in their homes Larger, heavier chairs were often used for dining tables. Because of their

Jacobean Chair
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weight, sometimes these chairs contained small wheel attachments on the front legs, which
allowed the user to be able to pull them to the table more easily. The Cromwellian period, in the
middle of the century, returned brie�y to more staid lines but o�ered the comfort of a leather-
upholstered seat and back. These chair styles were often matched with setees, longer seating
options.

Jacobean Chair in Cromwellian Style

Jacobean furniture included many varieties of large, heavy table designs, including the trestle table,
a plank of wood with two parallel supports at each end, and the gate-legged table, which could be
expanded or contracted by the support of two moveable gates underneath. Dining chairs, which
di�ered in design from occasional chairs, were often straight-backed without upholstery but were
sometimes out�tted in patterned cushions that could be removed in either velvet or tapestried
fabrics. Aumbries, which were cabinets used to store food, dishware, or books were large and
heavy, with display cutouts and shelves. Occasionally, these pieces were recessed (set back) into
the wall to o�er less conspicuous storage.

Cabinets, Trestle Tables, and Aumbries
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Gate Leg Jacobean Table

Lesson Summary
With its roots in Tudor and Elizabeth designs, Jacobean style is often considered a �nal transitional
bridge between the Medieval style preceded it and the Renaissance opulence that would follow.
During the reign of King James I throughout the 17th century, style in decor and furniture evolved,
in both its rectangular lines and ornamentation. Trade and colonization o�ered new wealth and
prosperity, as well as new material and Eastern design in�uences. While most of its decorative
motifs are classically inspired (botanicals, scrollwork, acanthus leaves,) the amount and
elaborateness of the decoration would increase throughout the century. Popular pieces included
chairs, tables, setees, and aumbries (a shelved cabinet that could be free-standing or recessed)
The Jacobean era, with its new class of consumers, was the �rst furniture style in England to
employ upholstery and strive toward comfort in design, particularly for women.

Video Transcript

King James
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King James ruled Scotland from 1567 and England from 1603 until his death in 1625. A lot
happened in that time. Guy Fawkes and others tried to assassinate him in the November 5th
Gunpowder Plot, a uni�ed Great Britain was proposed, and the Puritan movement took o�. James
I's reign ended up having a lasting impact on English culture. He commissioned a new English
translation of the Bible, known as the King James version, which is still one of the most widely
published books in the world. He granted the charter for the �rst successful colony in Virginia,
Jamestown, and oversaw its growth. He also sat in a lot of chairs.

That's a bigger deal than it may seem. Furniture went through signi�cant changes in the Jacobean
era, the timeframe of King James' in�uence. Popular from roughly 1603 to 1650 (and the end of his
son, Charles I's reign), Jacobean furniture represented a major transition from England's medieval
traditions towards a more enlightened future.

Elizabethan-Tudor Furniture
James I ascended to the English throne with the death of his childless cousin, Elizabeth I, last of the
Tudor Dynasty. Along with the throne, James I inherited English furniture styles. Tudor furniture
was traditionally bulky, heavy, and sparsely decorated. It was medieval furniture, made for
medieval castles and not the comforts of the emerging modern world.

That began to change under Elizabeth. The Elizabethan era saw the �rst real introduction of the
Renaissance into England, as Italian ideas of art and philosophy arrived alongside a more
international economy and emerging middle class. As a result, Elizabethan furniture was the �rst to
start transitioning out of the medieval era. It incorporated classical motifs like columns in its
decorations, although admittedly ornamentation in this era could be a bit clumsy.

Jacobean Furniture
This is the England that James I came into in 1603: English culture was growing, the educated class
was increasing, and more people had the wealth to invest in furniture. Jacobean furniture
continued along the path started under Elizabeth. It was more in�uenced by Renaissance ideas and
moved further from England's medieval traditions.

Jacobean furniture was often geometric and symmetrical, with a strong in�uence on rectilinear
shapes and lines. It was straightforward in design but decorated with carvings of classical or
intricate geometric motifs. It was more complex than previous furniture, and for the �rst time,
furniture makers began consistently treating their pieces like three-dimensional objects that would
be seen from all sides. Due to the bulkiness and weight of medieval furniture, English furniture
objects were made to only be seen from one direction. Jacobean furniture was still heavy
compared to later styles but was now light and mobile enough that designers had to pay attention
to details and ornamentation from every visible angle.
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One of the biggest signs that English furniture was shifting away from its medieval roots was a new
focus on comfort. Comfort wasn't a de�nitive aspect of medieval furniture, but Jacobean styles
included new types of chairs designed with comfort for di�erent circumstances. There were even
chairs made speci�cally to accommodate the wider, hoop-style dresses of court ladies who needed
a comfortable way to recline. It should be no surprise to learn that this was also the �rst era in
which upholstery really appeared in English furniture.

This was the era when the English Empire really took o�. It established colonies in Jamestown and
Plymouth and opened trade routes in West Asia, Russia, the Caribbean, and the Indian Ocean.
Jacobean furniture re�ected this more globally active England, utilizing foreign materials like
mother-of-pearl for decoration and even painting many furniture pieces black in emulation of East
Asian lacquer.

Does this mean that Jacobean furniture completely lost touch with its English roots? Of course not;
English woodworking traditions were still employed in making this furniture, and in fact, even
expanded. This was the �rst time that dovetail joints were widely incorporated by English
craftspeople. Local woods like oak were still the primary materials used.

Jacobean furniture was also still somewhat medieval in many ways. It was lighter than Tudor
furniture but still heavy and bulky by the standards of other Europeans. It also tended to be very
grounded, both visually and physically, so it was more of a transitional style. It was the last style of
English furniture to have any real connections to England medieval traditions. After this French
Baroque in�uences took o� and English furniture became much lighter and versatile.

The last thing we have to note about Jacobean furniture is that it was the �rst style to really travel
outside of England. Sometimes known in the American colonies as the Pilgrim style, simpli�ed
versions of Jacobean furniture were produced or imported to the �rst English colonies in North
America.

Lesson Summary
All right, let's take a moment or two to review. Jacobean furniture refers to the styles of England
in�uenced by the reign of King James (roughly 1603-1625), which is known as the Jacobean era.
Jacobean furniture was a style that remained in use until about 1650, and during this time it
represented an important transition between medieval Tudor furniture and the early English
Renaissance styles of Elizabeth. Jacobean furniture was lighter than Tudor furniture, made to be
seen from all angles, placed a greater emphasis on comfort, and re�ected England's growing global
presence. It was also still relatively heavy and straightforward in design. So it was an important
transitional style and just one of many in�uential changes to English culture under James I.

Frequently Asked Questions
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What materials were used to make Jacobean chairs?

Most Jacobean pieces were made using local English wood materials, including oak, mohogany,
and pine. Furniture was typically heavy with a solid wood frame. Chairs were made using
mortis and tendon joints, which pressed the wood pieces together where they were fastened
by wood pegs.

What is Jacobean style furniture?

Popularized during the reign of Scottish and English monarch James I in the 17th century,
Jacobean furniture is considered a transitional style between the medieval style and the
Renaissance that would follow. Jacobean style is characterized by the increasing use of curved
lines, ornate carving, and comfort.

What features are found in a Jacobean-style chair?

Jacobean style chairs are usually high backed with straight perpendicular lines and decorative
bases and backs. Jacobean styles later evolved to include upholstery and cushioning for
comfort and beauty.

In what country was the Jacobean furniture style �rst popular?

Jacobean furniture has its roots in England during the 1600s. Later, as England expanded its
reach to the new continent, early colonists popularized a pared down version subject to the
limitations of expert cabinetmakers.

When was Jacobean style furniture made?

Jacobean style furniture was popularized in the 17th Century. While James I's reign only lasted
until mid-century, what is considered Cromwellian or Commonwealth style and the later
Carolean style, are still considered Jacobean.


